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1. .The WKB approximation is also known as semiclassical approximation. Give reason.

2. Derive the validity condition of the WKB approximation.

3. Spontaneous emission is purely a quantum effect., Explain.

4. Prow that secoqtl order c-orrection to the groundstate is always negative- 
- 

-:
5. State and explain Fermi's golden rule for transition to a continuum state,

6. 'What do you mean by electric dipole approximation ?

7. Discuss the Dirac hole theory

8. Startingfrom KG equation, derive the equation of continuity.

9. Explain the difference between a mechanical system of particles and field.

10. Obtain the Lagrangian density and Hamiltonian density for Klein-Gordon field.

11. Explain'the modified definition of scalar product for Klein-Gordorr payticle.

L2. What is meant by second quantization ? Why is it called second quantization ?
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Section B

, ., Each questinn earries 6 weightage.

13. Explain the time independent degenerate perturbation theory and find the Stark splittings for the

first excited states of the Hydrogen atom.
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14, Explain time dependent pe{urbation theory. Derive an expression for the transition probability

when a syst€m is subjected to a harmonicperturbation

15. Derive Pauli equation from Dirac equation and show that Dirac particles are electrons.

16. Starting form the classical field equation in terms of Lagrangian density, discuss second

quantization. How does it lead to a system of bosons ? (b) Briefly describe the second quantization

of Schrodinger field for a system of fermions.
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17. Use the WKB approximation to calculate the enerry levels of the s states of an electron that is
boufrd to a nucleus. '' 

:.

18. Use variational method to find the ground state energ;r of one dimensional harmonic oscillator
using the trial function'of the form V = A e-yz.

19. Show that the differential scattering cross section calculated using first order time dependent

perturbation theory agrees with the Born approximation result.

20. How does the vector current transform under the operation ofcharge conjugation ?

21. If H=cd..B+pmcz and, f,=ixp istheDiracHamiltonianandorbitalangularmodentum

':
respectively, evaluate [", "]. 

Explain t]re significance.
I

22. A system in trn unperturbed state z is suddenly subjected to a constant perturbation H, (r). Find

the transition probability from initial state'n'to state %,.


